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ABSTRACT

Physics of three-dimensional plasmoid-mediated magnetic reconnection during transient Coaxial Helicity Injection (CHI) plasma start-up is
investigated using nonlinear MHD simulations in a spherical tokamak. We numerically examine (i) the role of three-dimensional magnetic
fluctuations arising from current-sheet instabilities on the formation of plasmoid-mediated closed flux surfaces, and (ii) the effect of toroidal
guide field on the MHD stability during transient CHI. We find that even in the presence of nonaxisymmetric edge magnetic fluctuations,
current-carrying axisymmetric (n¼ 0) plasmoids are rapidly formed while twisted open field lines are being injected and are merged to form a
large current-carrying magnetic bubble for plasma startup in a tokamak. It is also found that the 3-D physics response is drastically different
for simulations at a higher toroidal field, and complete stabilization of nonaxisymmetric fluctuations was achieved at a higher toroidal flux.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5098482

I. INTRODUCTION
The observed twistedness of magnetic field lines in nature is usu-

ally expressed as a global quantity, magnetic helicity.1–3 In magneti-
cally dominated plasmas, such as the solar corona region, magnetic
helicity can be injected through twisting field lines via shear motion of
their foot points.4,5 The injected magnetic fields can, however, be anni-
hilated through the process of magnetic reconnection, i.e., the rear-
rangement of magnetic field topology of plasmas. The twisting of the
field lines during helicity injection can bring the oppositely directed
field lines together to form current sheets and cause magnetic recon-
nection. In laboratory confined plasmas, magnetic helicity can also be
injected through driving current along open field lines, to form
current-carrying bubbles, so-called reconnecting plasmoids.6 In partic-
ular, various magnetic helicity techniques are generally utilized for
current-drive in toroidal magnetic fusion configurations. Similarly, the
injection of twisted magnetic field lines for current drive in toroidal
configurations is usually accompanied by magnetic reconnection. For
an optimal current drive during helicity injection, understanding the
process of magnetic reconnection is therefore critical.

Conventional current-drive techniques in magnetically confined
tokamaks are inductive, i.e., they rely on the current ramp-up in the
primary coil or a central solenoid to produce an electric field. These

techniques cannot be steady-state. For feasible fusion reactors, nonin-
ductive current-drive techniques, such as various innovative helicity
injection techniques and subsequent RF- or neutral-beam injection, are
essential for steady-state operation. Elimination of the large central sole-
noid component required for inductive techniques is also desirable in
advanced tokamaks, in particular, for compact reactor designs based on
the spherical tokamak. In spherical tokamaks, due to the limited space
for a central solenoid, full noninductive current drive is one of the pri-
mary objectives to make this configuration reactor relevant. In this
paper, we present three-dimensional MHD simulation results for a par-
ticular type of helicity-injection technique, the so-called transient coaxial
helicity injection (CHI). The key role of plasmoid-mediated magnetic
reconnection will be demonstrated during helicity injection for nonin-
ductive plasma startup current formation in a spherical tokamak.

Helicity injection as a form of noninductive current-drive tech-
nique has been utilized in various fusion configurations, including
tokamaks, spherical tokamaks, reversed-field pinches, and sphero-
maks.7–12 Magnetic helicity through “the linkage of magnetic fluxes”
could steadily be injected into the plasma to form and sustain a config-
uration against the resistive decay. Among various forms of helicity
injection techniques, CHI, a form of electrostatic helicity injection,
has been successfully used to form spheromaks13 and spherical
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tokamaks.14 In these configurations during driven CHI, nonaxisym-
metric instabilities have the role of transporting current from the edge
to the core via a dynamo relaxation process. However, in another form
of CHI, the so-called “transient” CHI, the primary goal is to form
a startup current in the absence of any nonaxisymmetric magnetic fluc-
tuations, i.e., without any types of current-driven instabilities.
Transient CHI, developed on the HIT-II experiment,15 has been the
leading candidate for solenoid-free plasma start-up in the National
Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX) and NSTX-U. In NSTX, transient
CHI has generated over 200 kA of toroidal current on closed flux surfa-
ces without the use of the conventional central solenoid.16,17 Further
transient CHI experiments have recently been conducted in the Q-shu
University Experiment with Steady State Spherical Tokamak (QUEST)
device18 and are expected to begin for full noninductive current drive
on the Unified Reduced Non-Inductive Assessment (URANIA) device
(formerly PEGASUS) at the University of Wisconsin.

In transient CHI, magnetic reconnection plays a pivotal role for
successful plasma current startup.6,19–21 Transient CHI starts with an
initial poloidal flux, the injector flux (Winj), which is produced by the
lower poloidal coils (called injector and flux-shaping coils). In the
presence of a toroidal field, a constant voltage (Vinj) is then applied to
the lower divertor plates to drive current along the open field lines
(Fig. 1). Helicity is injected through the linkage of resulting toroidal
flux with the poloidal injector flux, with the rate of helicity injection
being twice the product of injector flux and voltage. Plasma and open

field lines expand into the vessel when the Lorentz force Jpol " Btor
exceeds the field line tension of the injector flux. For optimal plasma
start-up, the injected poloidal flux has to form closed flux surfaces via
magnetic reconnection, i.e., the injected open field lines ought to
reconnect in the injection region, where the footprint of initial open
field connects the two lower plates in the device. The newly formed
closed field lines give rise to toroidal plasma current in the closed flux
region. It is therefore important to understand the fundamental recon-
nection mechanism that leads to the generation of closed flux surfaces
during transient CHI. It should be noted that the process of magnetic
reconnection during magnetic helicity injection here is similar to the
reconnection process in some natural plasmas. Here, the helicity is
injected through driving current along open field lines, while in natural
plasmas, such as on the surface of the sun, magnetic helicity could be
injected through twisting field lines via shear motion of their foot
points.

The process of magnetic reconnection during CHI in NSTX/
NSTX-U has been extensively studied using axisymmetric global resis-
tive MHD simulations in toroidal geometry. As shown in Fig. 2, it has
been demonstrated that reconnection is induced through two mecha-
nisms when (1) the oppositely directed field lines in the injector region
are forced to reconnect after the injector current is rapidly reduced to
zero and a stable Sweet-Parker (S-P) current sheet forms—“forced
reconnection” [Fig. 2(a)19,20] (2) at high Lundquist number, the elon-
gated current sheet becomes MHD unstable due to the plasmoid insta-
bility6,22–26—“spontaneous reconnection” [Fig. 2(b)]. The latter is a
rare classical example of 2-D plasmoid formation in a large-scale
fusion plasma, which was demonstrated through nonlinear global
resistive MHD simulations using the NIMROD code.6 The transition
to plasmoid instability was shown to occur when the local Lundquist
number S¼ LVA/g (VA is the Alfv!en velocity based on the poloidal
reconnecting magnetic field, L is the current sheet length, and g is the
magnetic diffusivity) exceeded 3000 (above a critical current sheet
aspect ratio of #70). Note that by including the toroidal guide field in
the Lundquist number, the transition could be at a much higher global

FIG. 1. Magnetic helicity injection in the laboratory. Provided injected poloidal flux
(blue circle) generated by poloidal-field coils located in the lower divertor region
under the device [primary injector coil (PF1CL) and the flux shaping coils (PF2L
and PF1AL)], current is applied along open field lines in the presence of a large
toroidal guide field (BT). The injected toroidal flux from poloidal current along the
field lines is linked with the injected poloidal flux.

FIG. 2. Poloidal flux (Wb) during (a) decay phase of simulations with wide footprint
in NSTX configuration when the injector voltage is turned off to induce a forced
reconnection around the injection region, (b) driven (injection) phase of simulations
with narrow footprint in NSTX-U configuration while the injector voltage (Vinj) is still
applied—reconnection occurs due to a spontaneous plasmoid instability. The
arrows and cross show the oppositely directed field lines and x point, respectively.
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S. In a global geometry, for the first time, these simulations showed
that reconnection rate could increase during plasmoid-mediated
reconnection “in the presence of toroidal guide field.”6 These simula-
tions in realistic experimental geometry motivated a search for the
experimental evidence of plasmoids in the NSTX transient CHI plas-
mas, and detailed experimental analysis indeed found evidence of the
predicted plasmoid formation in NSTX camera images. This observa-
tion is the first qualitative experimental evidence of plasmoid forma-
tion in a laboratory fusion device.6

The physics of 3-D reconnection during helicity injection was
also examined, and it was found that in multi-current-sheet configura-
tions, self-consistent 3-D magnetic fluctuations arising from neighbor-
ing outer current sheets can trigger plasmoid instability in the primary
inner current sheet.27 This effect, which is absent in 2-D, was
explained in terms of local dynamo flux amplification in 3-D turbulent
plasma. It was shown that field amplification from 3-D effects enhan-
ces the local Lundquist number to trigger plasmoid instability and
therefore is an important factor in the onset of reconnection, the so-
called trigger problem. In 3-D, time-evolving edge current sheets,
which were identified during nonlinear three-dimensional MHD sim-
ulations,27 were also shown to cause reconnecting edge localized
peeling-type instabilities28 and be important in transient Vertical
Displacement Events (VDEs). Edge 3-D current-sheet instabilities for
the first time were shown (i) to grow on the poloidal Alfv!enic time
scales and break the axisymmetric current,27 and (ii) to cause the for-
mation of edge current-driven peeling filaments, which do relax due to
fluctuation-induced dynamo term.28

In this paper, we numerically examine the 3-D MHD stability
and current formation for an optimal plasma startup and achieve a
large-volume closed flux surfaces during CHI. Our previous axisym-
metric resistive MHD simulations have been able to show large-
fraction conversion of injected open flux to closed flux in the NSTX-U
geometry.21 Here, three-dimensional MHD NIMROD simulations
have been carried out to further investigate two major effects: (1) the
role of 3-D magnetic fluctuations arising from n 6¼ 0 current-sheet
instabilities on the formation of plasmoid-mediated closed flux surfa-
ces, and (2) the effect of toroidal field on the 3-D stability during tran-
sient CHI. Closed flux current of about 220 kA and large-volume
closed flux surfaces are obtained even in the presence of nonaxisym-
metric edge magnetic fluctuations. Although the current-driven single
mode n¼ 1 activity has been shown to trigger during strongly driven
helicity injection,29,30 here, we find that the 3-D physics response is
drastically different for simulations at a higher toroidal field, and com-
plete stabilization of n 6¼ 0 nonaxisymmetric fluctuations is achieved at
a higher toroidal flux. In Sec. II, we present the details of the model we
used in the simulations. In Sec. III, the results from 3-D simulations
for both examining the effect of nonaxisymmetric perturbations and
toroidal magnetic field will be presented. We summarize in Sec. IV.

II. THE MODEL
To study the very dynamical process of helicity injection and the

formation of closed flux surfaces during CHI, we perform three-
dimensional time-dependent resistive MHD simulations using the
NIMROD code.31 Our simulations are performed for a zero-pressure
model (pressure is not evolved in time) with constant in time poloidal-
field coil currents to generate the injector and shaping fluxes (fixed
boundary-flux simulations). Similar to our earlier axisymmetric

simulations, and similar to the experiment, the simulations start with
an initial poloidal field generated by poloidal-coil currents in the pri-
mary injector coil (PF1CL, coil number 2 in Fig. 1 is energized here)
and the flux-shaping coils (PF2L and PF1AL, coil numbers 3 and 5 in
Fig. 1 are energized here). In the presence of a toroidal field, a constant
electric field is applied across the narrow injector gap (at Z¼$1.65
m). Perfectly conducting boundary conditions with no-slip are used,
except at the injector gap, which has a normal E"B flow where a con-
stant-in-time electric field is applied.19,32 We use a poloidal grid with
45" 90 fifth-order finite elements in a global (R,Z) geometry and
toroidal mode numbers up to 43 modes. A uniform number density of
4" 1018 m$3 for a deuterium plasma is used.

Plasmoid-mediated magnetic reconnection process is studied
during two phases of driven (injection) and decay of transient CHI.
Our simulations are performed during both phases, starting with
injection phase when the injector voltage is applied, and in the
decay phase, when the applied voltage at the gap is turned off after
the injected flux has fully expanded into the volume. As has been
demonstrated by our earlier simulations in the NSTX and NSTX-U
configurations, magnetic reconnection can occur in both phases. By
optimizing the locations of injector flux and flux shaping coils, a better
shaping of the initial flux and narrower injector-flux footprints were
obtained in the NSTX-U simulations.21 As a result, with narrow flux
footprint, the local Lundquist number can be higher (due to the higher
accumulation of reconnecting Bz field in the injection region and the
formation of a longer current sheet), to facilitate a transition to plas-
moid instability and reconnection in the injection region.6,21 The oppo-
sitely directed field lines in the injector region could also be forced to
reconnect through a local Sweet-Parker type reconnection during the
decay phase. As the injector voltage is turned off, magnetic field com-
pression exerts a radial J"B that causes reconnection.19,20 Our simula-
tions here are in the configuration with narrow injector-flux footprints
[Fig. 2(b)], and plasmoid-mediated reconnection occurs during both
injection phase (when the injector voltage is applied) and the decay
phase (when the injector voltage is turned off). Below, we present the
results of 3-D simulations to examine the effect of both nonaxisymmet-
ric fluctuations, as well as the effect of toroidal magnetic field.

III. THREE-DIMENSIONAL RESULTS
A. The onset of 3-D current-sheet instabilities
and the effect of nonaxisymmetric perturbations

Earlier nonlinear resistive MHD simulations in the absence of
three-dimensional fluctuations have demonstrated a large volume of
closed flux surfaces with narrow injector-flux footprint during transient
CHI in NSTX-U configuration.21 Here, we examine whether the forma-
tion of maximum volume closed flux surfaces during transient CHI is
feasible in the presence of nonaxisymmetric 3-D magnetic fluctuations.
We perform full 3-D simulations in NSTX-U geometry with a toroidal
field of B/¼ 1.23T. The poloidal-coil current is adjusted to produce an
initial injector flux with narrow footprint. Strong flux-shaping coils with
currents PF1AL¼$180kA turns and PF2L¼$5kA turns are used,
and the current in the primary injector coil (PF1CL) is 140kA turns. As
shown in Fig. 2(b), the narrow-footprint injector flux is expanded to fill
up the volume during helicity injection, while a constant injector voltage
is applied. The local Lundquist number is high enough to allow recon-
nection through plasmoid instability. We investigate the effect of 3-D
nonaxisymmetric perturbations during both injection and decay phases.
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Helicity injection in the simulations starts by applying a constant
voltage.

Figure 3 shows the total energy vs time during the full nonlinear
3-D simulation. During helicity injection, the injected poloidal flux fills
up the vessel to give a total current of 320 kA, as shown in Fig. 3(b).
Axisymmetric edge toroidal current layers (with a peak current density
of J/¼ 420 kA/m2) are formed poloidally (on both low-field and high-
field sides). Total plasma current is not affected by the presence of
nonaxisymmetric fluctuations in 3-D, and similar currents are
obtained in 3-D and 2-D simulations [Fig. 3(b)]. As seen from the
magnetic energy in Fig. 3(a), low-n nonaxisymmetric modes are trig-
gered. These instabilities grow as the flux expands into the device and
the plasma current evolves. The nature of these current-driven insta-
bilities can be examined through the evolution of the current density
profiles. The poloidal R-Z cross section of toroidal current densities is
shown in Fig. 4 during the growth phase of these instabilities, at
t¼ 6.6ms, and later in time at t¼ 8.7ms. It is shown that two types of
current sheets are formed during helicity injection.27 A primary inner
current sheet in the injection region, which is responsible for global
2-D plasmoid reconnection and the formation of the closed flux region.
As the poloidal field vanishes in the injection region (reconnection

site), this primary inner current sheet can become unstable to 2-D
n¼ 0 plasmoid instability and breaks into magnetic islands (plas-
moids), as shown in Fig. 4(b). A secondary outer current sheet due to
the accumulation of flux in the edge region can also form as the flux
expands. This outer current sheet, however, can be unstable to 3-D
current-sheet instabilities, i.e., the nonaxisymmetric (n 6¼ 0) reconnect-
ing current-driven instability.

As the length of these time-evolving outer edge current sheets are
increased, localized 3-D current-sheet instabilities start to grow. The
mode structures reveal further the nature of these current-sheet instabil-
ities. The structures are localized around the current-sheet layers with
tearing-like parity, as shown in Fig. 5. The radial magnetic field structure
for n¼ 1 shows, on average, an even parity (in radius) and odd parity
for the radial velocity structure. Low-n n¼ 1–2 are linearly driven as
they grow early in time (in the absence of other fluctuations); however,
modes with higher n, n¼ 3, 4 and above grow later in time (when
n¼ 1–2 have already grown to finite amplitudes) with larger growth
rates. As the instabilities are localized current-sheet instabilities, we use
the relevant poloidal Alfv!en time scales and velocities calculated based
on the peak reconnecting poloidal field around the edge current layers,
Bz% 0.087T. The growth rates are csAðn¼1Þ # 0:1; csAðn¼2Þ # 0:045,
and the local Lundquist number for reconnection is S¼ LVA/
g# 1.2" 105. Other low-n modes are driven to grow fast with rates of
csAðn¼3Þ # 0:34; csAðn¼4Þ # 0:45. These low-n modes saturate at
t¼ 6.7ms and exhibit relaxation cycles in the nonlinear phase. These
modes saturate by modifying and breaking the axisymmetric outer edge
current-density layer [see Fig. 4(b)]. Modes with higher n grow to much
lower amplitudes (e.g., n¼ 20 saturates with a magnetic energy of 1010).

After the injected poloidal flux has expanded into the volume in
transient CHI, the injector voltage (a contributor to the source term of
helicity injection rate VinjWinj) is turned off to force all the remaining
injected open field lines to close and form a large-volume closed flux
surfaces. As seen in Fig. 3(a), at t¼ 9 ms during the decay phase
(Vinj¼ 0), as the plasma current on the open field lines starts to decay,
the amplitudes of nonaxisymmetric modes also start to decay rapidly.
We should note that the drop of the total current during the decay

FIG. 3. 3-D nonlinear simulations in a toroidal spherical tokamak geometry with
B/¼ 1.23 T. (a) Total magnetic energies of different toroidal mode numbers vs time
(in seconds). (b) Toroidal plasma current and injector current (in red) vs time. The
closed flux current is about Ip# 220 kA.

FIG. 4. Time-evolving current sheets during flux expansion: (1) primary inner cur-
rent sheet, where reconnecting n¼ 0 plasmoids form; and (2) outer edge current
sheet, where nonaxisymmetric edge magnetic fluctuations could excite. Poloidal
R-Z cut of the total toroidal current density, J/ (A/m2), (a) during early expansion at
t¼ 6.6 ms and (b) t¼ 8.7 ms.
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phase largely depends on the plasma temperature, and at higher S
with a pressure model, the current decay could be controlled to be
smaller.

We next examine the volume of the closed flux surfaces and the
enclosed plasma current during the decay phase of transient CHI.
Figure 6(a) shows the poloidal closed flux surfaces and the enclosed
current density during the decay phase at t¼ 9.37ms. As seen, the
poloidal flux within the last closed flux surface is 45 mWb and, which
is about 65%–70% of the injector flux. It is therefore found that even
in the presence of 3-D fluctuations during the injection phase, in tran-
sient CHI, a large volume of closed flux surfaces still is feasible as the
fluctuations also decay in the decay phase. The poloidal cut of current
density showing a closed current supported by an X-point formation
remains at an equilibrium state during the decay phase (Fig. 6).

The toroidally averaged poloidal flux closure in three dimensions
is not a sufficient indicator to show the absence of stochasticity. Good
closed flux surfaces should be confirmed by following the field lines in
3-D. The Poincare plots, the intersections of a field line with a poloidal
plane, during 2-D simulations (in the absence of 3-D fluctuations) and
at two times during the 3-D simulation are shown in Fig. 7. As seen at
t¼ 9 ms during the injection phase, some open field lines near the
injection region have been closed and several islands (five plasmoids
in 3-D and four plasmoids in 2-D) have been formed due to plasmoid
instability. The number of plasmoids is higher in 3-D case compared
to that in the 2-D case. This has also been shown previously21 that the
magnetic fluctuations around the primary inner current sheet could
further enhance the reconnection and the formation of plasmoids. The
Poincare plots near the edge region, however, show similar intersec-
tions for the 2-D and 3-D simulations, as the edge region is mainly
dominated by the open field lines during the injection phase in both 3-

D and 2-D [Figs. 7(a) and 7(b)]. During the decay phase, the open field
lines start to close [Fig. 7(c)], and at t¼ 9.37ms, most of the open field
lines are closed and a large volume of closed flux surfaces is formed, as
seen in the 3-D Poincare plot [Fig. 7(d)]. It is interesting to note that
due to MHD dynamical movements, all the axisymmetric small-scale
plasmoids formed during the injection phase do merge and form a
large-scale current-carrying magnetic bubble (plasmoid). This transi-
tion from small-scale plasmoids to large-scale plasmoids in undriven
closed plasma (the injector voltage is zero) was also first observed in
the axisymmetric simulations.6 We have calculated the total plasma
current in the closed flux region, and a maximum of 228 kA closed
flux current is obtained, as shown in Fig. 3(b) (blue diamond). Nearly
all of the CHI-generated current is a closed flux current.

B. The effect of toroidal guide field in 3-D
In global simulations of plasmoid instability as current sheet

became elongated during helicity injection, it was shown that the mag-
netic reconnection rate becomes nearly independent of Lundquist
number and fast reconnection was demonstrated even in the presence
of a toroidal guide field (B/# 0.7T) in NSTX.6 Here, we study the
effect of the toroidal field on the onset of nonaxisymmetric (n 6¼ 0)

FIG. 5. Radial magnetic field structures: (a) n¼ 1, (b) n¼ 2, (c) n¼ 3, and (d) the
radial velocity structure for n¼ 1 during the growth phase at t¼ 6.65ms.

FIG. 6. Formation of large-volume closed flux surfaces during three-dimensional
simulations (with time history shown in Fig. 3) of transient CHI at t¼ 9.37 ms.
Poloidal flux (weber) (top) and poloidal R-Z cut of the total toroidal current density,
J/ (A/m2) (bottom).
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current-sheet instabilities. To examine the effect of toroidal field in the
3-D simulations of transient CHI, we perform two sets of simulations
with different toroidal fields. Simulations are performed with the same
injector flux used above (Sec. IIIA), but here, lower injector voltage is
used to produce a smaller total current of 220 kA. Also the injector volt-
age is adjusted to give the same CHI-generated current of 220 kA for
both simulations at two toroidal fields (B/¼ 1.23T and B/¼ 2.8T,
respectively), as shown in Fig. 8(a). Total plasma currents for 2-D
(n¼ 0) simulations and simulations including nonaxisymmetric n¼ 1,
2 modes remain the same, i.e., the fluctuations do not have a significant
effect on the CHI-generated current. The lower panel of Fig. 8 shows
the total magnetic energy for two nonaxisymmetric modes vs time. As
seen, the nonaxisymmetric n¼ 1 and n¼ 2 are stable at a higher toroi-
dal field B/¼ 2.8T during the full nonlinear simulation. However, at a
lower toroidal magnetic field, nonaxisymmetric modes are unstable,
and the final growth rate of n¼ 1 (with B/¼ 1.23T) is csA(n¼1)# 0.06,
which is lower than the linear growth rates for the case in Sec. III, due
to lower free energy Jjj=B. The current-driven nonaxisymmetric modes
saturate at finite amplitudes, but they do decay during the decay phase
[when injection voltage is turned off, as shown in Fig. 8(b)] and would
not affect the final closed flux surfaces.

To further investigate the stability of these simulations at two dif-
ferent values of toroidal fields, we examine the nonlinear evolution of
the current-density profile. As the injection voltage is adjusted to give
the same plasma current for both simulations at two different values

of toroidal fields, similar current densities are obtained for the two
cases, as shown in the top panel of Fig. 9. However, a higher toroidal
field case results in lower free energy for current-driven instability in
terms of the J//B/ profiles (or more generally, parallel current density
k¼ J(B/B2). At higher B/, stability is therefore achieved due to the
lower J//B/, as shown in Fig. 9(b).

IV. SUMMARY
In the framework of 3-D global resistive MHD model in toroidal

geometry, we have investigated the process of plasmoid-mediated
reconnection for plasma startup current formation during transient
coaxial helicity injection in a spherical tokamak. Injected open field
lines do reconnect while expanding in the volume to produce plasma
current. During the magnetic helicity injection process, elongated cur-
rent sheets can form and could break into magnetic islands (plas-
moids) at high Lundquist number. We find that even in the presence

FIG. 7. Poincare plots, the intersections of a field line with a poloidal plane, as the
field line is followed around the torus (a) during 2-D simulation (four plasmoids
formed) at t¼ 9 ms during the injection phase, (b)–(d) during 3-D simulation (com-
pare with Fig. 3). (b) At t¼ 9 ms (five plasmoids formed), (c) at t¼ 9.03ms, and
(d) at t¼ 9.37 ms during the decay phase (Vinj¼ 0) in 3-D simulations. Small-scale
plasmoids merge to form a large-scale plasmoid.

FIG. 8. Simulations with two toroidal magnetic fields, B/¼ 1.23 T, 2.8 T. (a)
Toroidal plasma currents and injector currents. Plasma currents overlap for 2-D
(n¼ 0) simulations and simulations including n¼ 1, 2. The injector voltage is
adjusted (Vinj¼ 1.2, 2 kV for the two cases of B/¼ 1.23 T, 2.8 T, respectively) to
produce the same total plasma current. (b) Total magnetic energies of toroidal
mode numbers n¼ 1, 2 vs time (in seconds) for the two cases of toroidal magnetic
fields. The modes are stable for the case with B/¼ 2.8 T.
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of 3-D nonaxisymmetric perturbations, these current-carrying axisym-
metric (n¼ 0) smaller-scale plasmoids can first form during a fast
reconnection process, while twisted open field lines are being injected
and can then merge to form a large current-carrying magnetic bubble
for plasma startup in a tokamak. The effect of nonaxisymmetric pertur-
bations, and the onset of nonaxisymmetric current-sheet instabilities
(n 6¼ 0 modes) and their effect on flux closure for an effective current
startup are also studied as the toroidal guide field was increased. It is
found that while axisymmetric 2-D current-carrying plasmoids are
formed at an arbitrary toroidal guide field, 3-D nonaxisymmetric
current-sheet instabilities (edge filaments) can be triggered, but could
be completely stabilized at a higher toroidal guide field.

Results presented here are consistent with transient CHI experi-
ments in NSTX.16 Camera images in NSTX have shown axisymmetric
closed flux formation during transient CHI and have not detected per-
sistent nonaxisymmetric fluctuations or filament formation. This high-
lights the advantage of transient CHI in large spherical tokamaks.
First, the toroidal guide field in spherical tokamaks helps to mitigate or
stabilize edge nonaxisymmetric fluctuations. Also, a closed flux plasma

current is formed at a higher current multiplication factor (the ratio of
the plasma current to the injector current). Second, unlike conven-
tional driven CHI where the injector voltage is applied throughout the
discharge, in transient CHI, voltage is turned off after flux expansion
in the vessel. This limits the role of edge nonaxisymmetric modes, and
as shown in the simulations, 3-D fluctuations can decay. It should be
noted that for driven CHI, or at higher edge Lundquist numbers when
fluctuations saturate at higher amplitudes, the relaxation of edge
current-driven peeling filaments could go through relaxation cycles
due to a fluctuation-induced dynamo term.28 However, in transient
CHI, the goal is to achieve ohmically self-heated plasma formation via
the generation of large axisymmetric plasma current in the absence of
3-D fluctuations. The 3-D results presented here support this scenario
at a high toroidal flux.

As next-step Spherical Tokamak (ST) devices will operate at both
higher toroidal flux and injector poloidal flux, three-dimensional
MHD simulations are critical and essential for prediction and accessi-
bility to these regimes of maximum start-up current in larger STs,
such as ST-FNSF (Fusion Nuclear Science Facility). Our 3-D simula-
tions presented here show the promising results that transient CHI, a
leading technique for a noninductive startup current drive in spherical
tokamaks, could be scalable to a higher poloidal injector flux, as well
as toroidal flux. Previous axisymmetric NIMROD simulations have
shown that CHI generated plasma current scales directly with the
injector poloidal flux.20 It is therefore expected that by injecting larger
flux, larger plasma current up to 1 MA can be obtained. This has also
been shown in the axisymmetric Tokamak Simulation Code (TSC)
simulations.33 However, further 3-D MHD stability analysis and opti-
mization, at both higher poloidal injection flux up to 1Wb and higher
toroidal flux to achieve MA current startup via transient CHI, are
needed and will be presented in a future study.

Finally, helicity injection experiments in laboratory fusion config-
urations, which are primarily intended to generate plasma current as a
fusion application, can also provide a very rich platform for studying
magnetic reconnection in the absence of pre-existing instabilities (kink
or tearing). Understanding the physics of magnetic reconnection dur-
ing CHI is of great importance for the success of this technique as a
noninductive plasma start-up and ultimately for steady-state current
drive, a necessity for a viable reactor design. On the other hand,
plasmoid-mediated magnetic reconnection during CHI exhibits both
fast reconnection and global system-size plasmoid formation. These
rich characteristics have placed CHI plasma start-up in tokamaks on
the phase diagram for magnetic reconnection in the collisional to
weakly collisionless regimes, with the possibility of transitioning from
single X-line to multiple X-line.34

In summary, important highlights of our 3-D global numerical
study presented here are (1) fast reconnecting current-carrying axi-
symmetric (n¼ 0) plasmoids are formed even in the presence of 3-D
nonaxisymmetric perturbations, and at an arbitrary toroidal guide
field, (2) 3-D nonaxisymmetric current-sheet instabilities (n 6¼ 0 edge
modes) can be triggered, but can be completely stabilized at a higher
toroidal guide field. Our simulations show that 3-D perturbations aris-
ing from neighboring outer edge n 6¼ 0 current-sheet instabilities, if
present, could contribute to an enhancement of global magnetic
reconnection for the formation of current-carrying axisymmetric
(n¼ 0) plasmoids, which ultimately merge to form a large solenoid-
free axisymmetric plasma current for startup in a tokamak.

FIG. 9. (a) Current density profiles at t¼ 8.4ms (at Z¼ 0.75 m), for the two cases
shown in Fig. 8. (b) and profiles of J//B/, the free energy for current-driven instability.
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